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Sue,
I am intrigued by this article “Should a Christian Woman Wear a
Headcovering?” by Daniel Botkin (enclosed by mail and also available
online here) about headcoverings, and it makes sense to me, but I would
really like your input as a woman.
I read the headcoverings article with a huge smile across my heart. Its an
excellent article! . . . And I couldn’t agree more.
Before I go further, though, let me first state that Probe does not have an official
position on this issue; my answer is about me and my response to this issue. For
six years or so I struggled with the plain command of scripture [1 Cor 11:10
Therefore the woman ought to have a symbol of authority on her head, because of
the angels.] and finally gave in. I just could not get around the phrase “because of
the angels,” which has absolutely nothing to do with cultural- and time-bound
practices. So, about a year ago, I started wearing hats to church. Recently, I
purchased a couple of scarves which I also use as a headcovering in worship and
for public prayer.
It’s been interesting the strong response I’ve received from men, who absolutely
love to see a woman in a hat, even though they usually don’t know it’s not a
fashion statement for me. They just know something strikes them as very, very
right about it. What startled me was the effect on ME: I have so enjoyed feeling so
feminine! I have also enjoyed experiencing the peace that is the fruit of

obedience.
I started out wearing lace doilies or some other kind of headgear when I was in
Catholic grade school. In the 60s and 70s, there was a wholesale dropping of the
headcovering in almost all Western churches (with the rise of feminist thought,
and I think they are related). I never even thought about how quickly 1900 years
of church history were overturned in a mere decade until I couldn’t come up with
a single good reason to disobey scripture.
So there you have it! Thanks for sharing the great article with me!
Sue Bohlin
Hi Sue!!
Your response was such a blessing and encouragement to my wife and me!
Thank you so much for taking the time to read it and respond. Because of
your response actually, my wife went out and bought a couple of scarves
today! Well thank you for your faithfulness and may the Lord continue
to guide you in His word and in His love.

See Also:
• “Do the Bible’s Statements on Head Coverings Apply Today?”
• Sue Bohlin’s Blog Post: “Why I’m the Lady in the Hat”

